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Friends,

The “winds of change” certainly blew hard in 2009, beginning 
with the gale that shook the nation’s economy and many  
individuals’ finances to the core, and followed by the gusts 
that ushered in new ideals and political leadership in  
Washington and around the West.   

The enormous transitions of 2009 have made everyone focus 
on what’s most important – in our work and in our lives. At the 
Sonoran Institute, these changes have reinforced a sense of purpose among my colleagues and I for our work:

     4  Conservation and smart growth must be grounded in sound economic and fiscal analysis.

     4  Collaboration and respect for local values are vital to the effective long-term stewardship of our land and water. 

     4  Development planning at the state, county and local levels must fundamentally change to avoid the sprawling 
and inefficient development patterns and waste of energy that has characterized our behavior in recent years.

In terms of the “big picture,” the Obama administration has selected several excellent individuals to lead key federal 
agencies, signaling new priorities for public land management, transportation, environmental protection and energy.  
These changes in Washington provide the foundation for long-term policy change in communities throughout the West. 

Because winds always shift, however, policy and leadership changes at the federal level must be matched with 
commitment and action at the state and local levels. At the Institute, we know that building trusting and supportive 
relationships with community leaders, and helping local citizens arrive at their own solutions for saving and  
enhancing places they love, are essential to creating change in the West that lives—and lasts. 

This annual “impact” report highlights examples of this dynamic in action in 2009, as we worked together with local 
people to preserve wildlife corridors and habitat in California’s Morongo Basin, restore and maintain the health of 
the Santa Cruz River flowing through Mexico and Arizona, and promote smart growth principles in communities in 
Arizona, Montana, Wyoming and Colorado. 

From Mexico to Montana, I have seen the Institute’s commitment to engage communities on the ground—the  
basis for our work—bring about more than conservation; it also creates vibrant, prosperous communities where 
people want to live and enjoy the West.

Thank you for your continued financial support which helps us inspire local leaders and citizens into action  
in a way that achieves results and makes us all proud, regardless which way the winds are blowing.

2009 ROUNDUP 
 OF WESTERN DISPATCHES

“A Living River”—Charting the Health of Arizona’s  
Upper Santa Cruz River (December/Arizona)

Room to Roam—Engaging Communities to Act  
to Protect Wildlife (November/California)

The Wisdom of Smart Growth (October/Montana)

Putting the “People of the River” on the Map  
(September/Arizona & Mexico)

Greening Arizona—A Call for Inspired Leadership  
(August/Arizona)

Urban Growth is Threatening Prized Western Lands  
(July/Westwide)

Centennial State Rallies around Smart Growth  
(June/Colorado)

Leadership Redefined: Montana Embraces  
Smart Growth  
(May/Montana)

A Partnership that is Shaping the Future of the West  
(April/Westwide)

Wyoming Applies Horse Sense to Land Laws  
(March/Wyoming)

Fine Growth Plans, Like Fine Wines, Require Patience  
(February/Montana & Idaho)

Many Happy Returns for Montana Lands  
(January/Montana)

 
Read all of our Western Dispatches online at:  

sonoraninstitute.org.

From the Executive Director     
At the Institute, we know that  

building trusting and supportive  

relationships with community leaders  

is essential to creating change  

in the West that lives —and lasts.

Luther Propst 
Executive Director
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Charting the Health of a River 
Santa Cruz River Health Assessment

“You need a long-term vision and to engage now 

to make good things happen in the future.”
- Laurinda Oswald , 

Rancher and Sonoran Institute Board Member; 
Amado, Arizona
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“
Creating lasting change is possible when we 

start with scientific research, use that data to 

work with policymakers and then utilize  

the policies to encourage public education.
-Amy McCoy, Ph.D.  

Project Manager, Santa Cruz River Initiative

M
any see rivers as symbols of life. View the Santa Cruz River from the sky—a lush ribbon of green  
flowing through the Sonoran Desert—and you’ll understand why. Although it constitutes just a tiny 
fraction of the overall land area in southeastern Arizona and northwestern Mexico, the river supports 
among the highest density and abundance of life in the region. 

Along with plants and animals, the river sustains people living in the area who rely on it as their primary source  
of water. In an arid region that has grown rapidly in recent years, meeting the competing needs of people and 
nature is a tall order. 

How is the river handling these demands, and how can we promote and sustain its long-term health? These are 
the questions that a new Sonoran Institute report, A Living River—Charting the Health of the Upper Santa Cruz 
River seeks to answer. The report focuses on a 20-mile stretch of the river between Rio Rico and Amado, Arizona, 
called the Upper Santa Cruz.  This stretch of river is particularly interesting, as it provides important benefits  
to local communities but, it also depends upon a water source generated by urban populations. 

River water along this stretch comes mostly from treated municipal effluent discharged from the Nogales Interna-
tional Wastewater Treatment Plant in Rio Rico. Effluent from Nogales, Sonora (Mexico) and Nogales, Arizona,  
keeps the river flowing during prolonged droughts and provides a steady source of water throughout the year. 

As a result of this perennial flow, a healthy and functioning river and riparian system offer numerous benefits to  
local communities. Namely, riparian vegetation naturally slows flood flows; tree roots control erosion; floodplain 
soil filters water; and the riparian area provides important wildlife habitat and contributes to the culture and  
heritage of the region. 

The Institute’s report identifies 10 specific indicators of river health to track annually. Using this as a baseline, 
the Institute can effectively work with communities on targeted conservation actions. Annual testing will show 
changes over time, helping to determine the effectiveness of these conservation measures.  

The baseline test of water year 2008 indicated that poor water quality degraded the health of the river during that 
period. Significant improvements are expected after an upgrade at the Nogales treatment plant was completed in 
June 2009. The Institute will assess those conditions in the next Living River report, to be released in mid-2010.
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Laurinda knows that nurturing an exotic bonsai plant to grow into  
a healthy and beautiful work of “living art” takes patience and 
planning. “Big-picture, long-term thinking” is how she describes  
it, and it’s what she’s used in her spare time to create hundreds  
of bonsai sculptures, some of them now 25 years old. Forward 
thinking has also kept her 2,000-acre ranch on the Santa Cruz River 
in Amado healthy and beautiful, and it’s what led her to become 
the Sonoran Institute’s newest board member. “I’ve always liked 
the Institute’s big-picture thinking,” she says. “A lot of my thinking 

is out beyond the boundaries of my land, but also 30 years down the road, and that’s 
what the Institute does well. They understand that change doesn’t happen quickly. You 
need a long-term vision and to engage now to make good things happen in the future.” 
Born in Arizona, Laurinda spent her childhood in Italy, her father’s homeland. After a 
stop in New York, she returned to Arizona in 1982 and runs the ranch her family bought 
in the 1950s. Operating a 170-head, cow-calf operation, she sells calves and older 
cows, and raises steers for locally grown, grass-fed beef. Living on the Santa Cruz River 
for decades and weathering increasingly damaging floods (the last one swallowed  
100 acres of her arable land), she understands the importance of caring for the water-
shed and uses the cattle to manage the land. By moving them like bison through an 
eight-pasture rotation grazing system, she keeps the grassland healthy, preserves  
the watershed and backs up the ranch’s water rights.  

 
 
 
 
 

Board profile
      Laurinda Oswald 

Amado, Arizona

“ I’ve always liked the Institute’s  

big-picture thinking.”
-Laurinda OswaldSanta Cruz River Valley

Donate online today at sonoraninstitute.org
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L
ost rural character and open space,  
destroyed wildlife corridors and habitat, 
spoiled water resources, and high societal 
costs for providing services and infrastruc-

ture: the consequences of poorly planned growth in 
the West are all too familiar. The good news is that 
the current construction slowdown gives states and 
communities an opportunity to reflect on how they 
can make better choices in the future. The Institute 
has been active in building coalitions, educating 
citizens and advocating for improved state-level 
smart growth policies.

Led by the Institute’s Tim Davis, the Montana 
Smart Growth Coalition witnessed a very  
successful legislative session in 2009, with the 
Montana Legislature passing a series of laws  
aimed at helping communities grow in a smarter 
way.  The state’s new “flagship” law includes seven 
smart growth statutes that modernize a broad 
swath of Montana’s zoning and subdivision laws, 
making smart growth much easier for counties  
and communities. 

With support from the Institute’s Jim Whalen, the 
Wyoming Legislature passed three significant laws 
in 2009 boosting local authority to restrict rural 
sprawl. Under the new laws, county commissioners 
now have more power to fight the breakup of large 
working agricultural landscapes and important wild-
life habitat. The laws also protect consumers from 
misleading land sale advertisements. 

Growing Smarter 
The Institute Helps States Rethink Growth Policies

Collaboration is hard to pull off,  

but the Sonoran Institute is good at it.

-Alan Nicholson,  
Developer & Conservationist; Helena, Montana“
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Rich McClintock, the Institute’s Colorado policy director, is helping 
Colorado rethink its policies on transportation and community 
development patterns. The Funding Advancement for Surface 
Transportation and Economic Recovery legislation passed in 
2009 will bring in at least $15 million annually for public transit 
projects and bicycle and pedestrian safety.

In Arizona, the Sonoran Institute has teamed up with some  
nontraditional partners to build Arizona’s first Livable Communi-
ties Coalition. Seniors, community developers, transportation 
advocates, architects, developers, elected officials, and others 
have come together through the Institute’s Community Design 
Academy to encourage better development patterns in the state.

The Institute Helps States Rethink Growth Policies
“Montanans of all political stripes have 

come to realize that if we are going to 

protect those things that make Montana 

special, we have to work together.” 
Tim Davis, 

Project Manager, Montana Smart Growth Coalition
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Ranching, development and conservation 
may seem to be an unusual mix of passions 
to most people, but not to John McBride. 
Involved in the initial development of both 
the Vail and Snowmass resorts, and later as 
the driving force behind the Aspen Business 

Center and the North Forty employee housing project, John has built a 
reputation for implementing responsible growth plans and green building 
designs. As a developer, he has also seen what short-sighted thinking 
and sprawling development have done to the landscapes and resources 
of the Centennial State. 

“Every region of this state is under tremendous pressure, trying to manage 
a growth rate that is four times as fast as the rest of the United States,” 
says John, who lives on a working cattle ranch in western Colorado and is 
also a longtime pilot. “I have seen too many working ranches and open 
landscapes disappear, only to be replaced with sprawling subdivisions 
and generic commercial development.” His concern over land-use issues 
inspired him in 1993 to found the Sopris Foundation with his daughter 
Kate. The foundation focuses on preserving community, open space and 
working ranches in the West.

“Our zoning and tax laws often force land conversions that make no 
sense,” John says. “If this doesn’t change, the ruination of the West will 
accelerate.” The Sonoran Institute’s capacity to see long-term is unique, 
he says, and a quality worthy of active support. “Generally, Americans are 
focused on the short-term; this fact makes the long-term thinking of the 
Sonoran Institute vital to the future of the West.” 

Alan was practicing smart growth 
in the 1970s, and while he may 
not have known the term yet, he 
understood that what he was  
doing was progressive. He had 

seen the effects of sprawl living in Chicago as a graduate student 
at Northwestern. So when he later left a career in education to 
become a developer, he chose to build in the central business 
district of Helena, Montana, locating his housing development 
in an area that already had services and infrastructure and was 
within walking distance to downtown. His latest smart growth 
project is a mixed-use development just completed in downtown 
Helena that includes a hotel, bank, movie theater, retail and 
office space, restaurants, the ExplorationWorks museum and 
a hand-built carousel. Deeply concerned about the impact of 
humans on the environment, Alan worries that a prevailing  
“us versus them” attitude impedes thoughtful, necessary solu-
tions—be it in national politics or among the ranchers, planners 
and developers in his home state. He donates to the Sonoran 
Institute because he sees the Institute bringing diverse groups 
together and helping them arrive at solutions that make sense 
for everybody. “I have five kids and two grandchildren,” he says, 
“and I’d like to leave behind a world that is workable for them. 
The Sonoran Institute doesn’t just deal with ideas. They get out 
in the field and deal with folks who have more in common than 
they might imagine, and they bring them together. Collaboration 
is hard to pull off, but the Sonoran Institute is good at it.”

 
 
 
 
 

Donor profile
     John McBride 

  Aspen, Colorado   
 
 
 
 
 

Donor profile
     Alan Nicholson 
  Helena, Montana

Donate online today at sonoraninstitute.org
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“If we are to preserve the unique characteristics of this region 

that attracted many of us here and that we love, we have to 

find a way to strike a balance between the needs of people and 

the needs of the natural world. I believe the Sonoran Institute 

does this better than any other organization.”
-Bryan Morgan,  

Sonoran Institute Board Member, Boulder, Colorado
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The Morongo Basin in the Mojave Desert of Southern California  
is a fragile and diverse ecosystem. Its starkly beautiful landscape  
is home to mountain lion, bobcat, desert bighorn sheep, the  
desert tortoise and other species whose survival depends on  
room to roam. But like other beautiful places across the West,  
this is also an area where people want to live and where  
sprawling development threatens wildlife habitat and  
migration corridors. 

Engaged in projects from Mexico to Montana, the Institute works  
to reduce wildlife habitat fragmentation and conserve critical  
landscapes in areas where people and wildlife intersect. Recent policy efforts, including the  
Western Governors Association’s Wildlife Corridor Initiative and the State Wildlife Action Plans,  
have resulted in new ecological research and recommendations for wildlife conservation in each  
state—and created a golden opportunity for the Institute. “With our expertise in community problem  
solving and land use planning with local governments,” says the Institute’s Training & Community  
Leadership Director Marjo Curgus, “the Institute is uniquely positioned to help communities across  
the West understand how to apply the science and implement these recommendations.” 

To this end, the Institute has developed a “Planning for People and Wildlife” workshop to inform communities  
and regional partner counties about the economic benefits of wildlife, and train them how to protect wildlife  
habitat through comprehensive planning and land-use practices. The first workshop took place in Montana  
in July 2009, with others planned for 2010. 

The Institute is also implementing a wildlife restoration plan in the Colorado River Delta in Mexico. As part of an effort to restore active water  
flows into the river, the plan will help attract birds and wildlife back to the Delta region, where they can use the restored river corridor for food,  
protection and migration.

The Morongo Basin project area, sandwiched between Joshua Tree National Park and a large U.S. Marine base, occupies a vast web of overlapping 
government jurisdictions and private lands. Working with the Morongo Basin Open Space Group, the Institute recently completed a community  
outreach process with hundreds of residents to identify important community values and key land areas in the Basin as priorities for protection.  
Planning partners will use this successful process as the foundation for a collaborative open space conservation plan for the entire region. The  
project is ambitious, providing more protection for public lands and sensitive wildlife areas, while encouraging communities to adopt wildlife- 
friendly measures into local codes and ordinances. 

You need the science, but you also need 

the community values. We needed to 

know what local residents treasure about 

this region and their community.
Stephanie Weigel,  

Project Manager, Morongo Basin

Room to Roam 
Westwide Initiatives Protecting Wildlife Corridors and Habitat
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Marjo was still in planning school at the University 
of New Mexico when she heard Luther Propst speak 
at a conference and vowed to someday work for the  

Sonoran Institute. She has never looked back. “The Institute’s 
values of taking a collaborative approach to decision-making 
and its commitment to community building still resonate 
strongly with me,” she says. In her role, she provides commu-
nity leaders with tools to help them advance their community 
goals, and to transcend the conflicts so prevalent throughout 
the West: rancher vs. environmentalist, urban vs. rural,  
liberal vs. conservative. “To overcome these divisions and 
lead, you must first have faith in the goodness of all people, 
and believe 100 percent that people want to make good deci-
sions and will arrive at the right decision if you provide them 
a safe, productive space in which to dialogue. For me,  
it is this commitment to informed and civil dialogue that is 
the Sonoran Institute’s biggest selling point.” When she isn’t 
juggling projects, facilitating community meetings, giving  
presentations or conducting training throughout the West, 
Marjo is playing in the places she works all week to protect.  
“I am into whitewater kayaking, telemark skiing, mountain 
biking, and trail running. I love to cook and feed my friends 
and am trying to become a gardener, which is humbling in  
the Rocky Mountains. I also love to read and have a very 
small art studio in my house. If I did not have to work, I would  
probably be living out of a backpack, wandering the world.” 

Email Marjo at mcurgus@sonoraninstitute.org

When you work in the desert your 
day begins early, and Francisco is 
in the field at 5:00 a.m. to avoid 

the heat in the Colorado River Delta.  As the Institute’s program 
director of the Upper Gulf Legacy Project, Francisco works from 
offices in Tucson, Arizona and Mexicali, Baja California. A native 
of Mexico City, Francisco says he was drawn to the Sonoran 
Institute “by its work in Mexico, and particularly its commitment 
to work with local communities and on projects that provide a 
direct benefit to people and wildlife.” At the Institute, Francisco 
took the opportunity to build the program in the Delta and now 
has an office and an enthusiastic staff in Mexicali. The amount 
of government and private funding directed toward conservation 
is the main difference between working in Mexico compared to 
the U.S., Francisco says. “Our support from Mexico for the Delta 
is growing, but it is still much less than the support for similar 
efforts in the U.S.” He is encouraged, though, by a growing 
conservation movement in Mexico. When he’s not in the Delta, 
Francisco can be found at the soccer field with his daughter  
or the library with his son. He and his wife are also active in 
their church and regularly spend time learning more about  
their faith. “I am passionate about my family and the opportu-
nity I have to be with our kids as they grow,” he says. “I also  
like sports and carpentry, and recently became interested  
in learning more about the theology and spirituality of  
environmental conservation.”

Email Francisco at fzamora@sonoraninstitute.org

 
 
 

 
 

Staff profile
      Marjo Curgus 

Training & Community Leadership Director 
Salida, Colorado

 
 
 
 

 

      Francisco  
Zamora Arroyo

How People Impact Communities

Staff profile

Program Director of the  
Upper Gulf Legacy Program 
Tucson, Arizona
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2009 WestWord – Results Driven by Leadership
 
A Living River – Charting the Health  
of the Upper Santa Cruz River
 
Land of the Kwapa – The Colorado River Delta
 
Riding the Rails to Sustainability –  
Facts About the Economics and Ecology of Rail Travel
 
Western Landscapes in the Crossfire – Urban Growth  
and the National Landscape Conservation System
 
Gallatin County – Fiscal Impact Analysis
 
A Citizen’s Guide to Federal Land Disposal
 
Uranium Mining, Tourism and  
Outdoor Recreation in Gateway, Colorado
 
Growth and Sustainability in the Las Vegas Valley
 
Planning for People & Wildlife – A Workbook  
for Montana’s Citizens and Local Officials
 
Straw Bale Forum 2009 – Greening Arizona

2009 Report  
Roundup

Bryan’s path to the Sonoran 
Institute began, appropriate-
ly enough, on a hiking trail. 
After working 40 years in trial 
law and criminal defense, he 
was phasing out of full-time 
practice and mentioned to 
his daughter who he was 
hiking with, his interest in 
getting involved in conserva-
tion. She told her boss, who 
called Luther Propst. “I think 

Luther was scouting for Colorado members,” Bryan laughs. “So 
here I am.” After five years on the board, Bryan will be chairman in 
2010. While his focus on conservation may be recent, his love and 
interest in the outdoors go back to his childhood in Fort Collins, 
Colorado. In what was then a tiny farming town, he developed a 
lifelong passion for the outdoors and for “living in a state with 
wide horizons and wild country.” He became interested in environ-
mental law at the University of Colorado at Boulder Law School, 
where he was a research assistant for Joseph Sax, considered to 
be one of the principal founders of the environmental defense 
legal movement. Bryan’s involvement with the Institute unites this 
early interest in “environmental defense” with his passion for the 
wild places of the Rocky Mountain West. “What I find interesting 
about the Institute,” he says, “is that a lot of times it concentrates 
on matters that may not light people’s eyes up, like transportation 
planning and zoning and building codes.  And yet, there’s an enor-
mous conservation value in doing those things carefully. If we are 
to preserve the unique characteristics of this region that attracted 
many of us here and that we love, we have to find a way to strike a 
balance between the needs of people and the needs of the natural 
world. I believe the Sonoran Institute does this better than any 
other organization.”

 
 
 
 
 

Board profile
      Bryan Morgan 

Incoming Chairman of the Board 
Boulder, Colorado

To download these reports, please visit  
our online library,  at www.sonoraninstitute.org
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
                                      

Contributions $543,034 12% Northwest Mexico $456,773 9%
Foundation Grants $2,352,528 52% Northern Rockies $754,154 15%
Government Grants $789,806 17% Colorado Rockies $238,105 5%
Contract Income $806,632 18% Westwide Research $838,297 16%
Interest Income $6,775 0% Communications $299,939 6%
Program Service Income $29,269 1% Sun Corridor $513,333 10%
Other Income $4,592 0% Training & Community Leadership $203,925 4%
   Administration $1,089,554 21%
   Program Development $164,628 3%
   Fundraising $319,772 6%
   Other $246,508 5%

    $5,124,988 100%

 

REVENUE EXPENSES

FY 2009: July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009

Contributions 12%

Program Service Income 1%

Contract Income 18%

Government Grants 17%

Foundation Grants 52%

Interest Income 0%

Other Income 0%

Northwest Mexico 9%

Administration 21%

Training & Community 
Leadership 4%

Sun Corridor 10%
Communications 6%

Westwide Research 16%

Colorado Rockies 5%

Northern Rockies 15%

Other 5%

Fundraising 6%

Program Development 3%

$4,532,636    100%

Prior year Net Assets $1,476,359
Sources available for  
     Programs/Operations $6,008,995



$50,000 AND UP   
Fred & Kay Bosselman • Gilman & Marge Ordway • Lollie Benz Plank • Bazy Tankersley  

$10,000-$49,999  
Anonymous • Kathy Borgen • Jim & Louise Glasser • Stephen Golden & Susan Tarrence • Nyda Jones-Church • John & Laurie McBride

$1,000-$9,999   
Anonymous (2) • Linda Campbell • Fredericka Carney • Bertram & Barbara Cohn • Stephen & Geraldine Connolly • Dino DeConcini & Elizabeth Murfee 
DeConcini • Scott Hummel & Charis Denison • Mark & Jennie Gordon • David Welborn & Ann Hunter-Welborn • Adrienne Jarrett • Brian King & Deborah Van 
Dyke-King • Gretchen Long • Annie McGreevy & Quentin Lewton • Dennis & Marty Minano • Dwight & Minxie Minton • Carolyn O’Malley • Luther Propst & 
Elizabeth Storer • Bill & Alice Roe • Carol Rose • Curtis Scaife • Leonard Scheff • Bob & Hope Stevens • Bob Fertik & Antonia Stolper • Jason Tankersley • 
Dick & Suzanne Thweatt • Philip & Joanne Von Blon • Ian Wilson & Alison Banks • Michael & Kathleen Zavatsky 

$500-$999
Jarold & Priscilla Anderson • Anonymous (2) • Fred Borcherdt • Dave & Nancy Burns • Carlos Clinton Campbell & Elizabeth Campbell • W. ‘H’ & Callie Anne 
Clark • Jill Crow • Lawrence Frank & Eric La Fountaine • Ray & Martha Hunter • Joe McCarty • Joshua & Saralaine Millet • John Mitchel • Maryanne Mott • 
Alan & Nancy Nicholson • Walter & Helen Norton • Lindsey Quesinberry & Nancy Bower • Bayard Rea • William & Priscilla Robinson • John Shepard & Carol 
Evans • Bill & Carol Smallwood • Farwell Smith & Linda McMullen • Robin Wheeler Azqueta

$250-$499
Archie & Nina Alexander • Thomas & Karen Brott • Emily Brott • Don & Karen Chatfield • Dana Crawford • Karen Davidson • Frank Grundstrom & Cynthia 
Dickstein • Beth Frantz & Lori Shaw • Rich & Linda Griesser • Margaret Hart • Paul & Nancy Heymann • Anna Hill Price • Robert & Linda Keiter • Sal & Carol 
Glenn Lalani • Roger & Sue Lang • Anne Pendergast • Steve Shuel • Steve & Amy Unfried • Ed & Jane Wasson • Dave Wilhelm & Nancy Stewart • John Wise 
& Evelyn Wachtel

$100-$249
Clark & Kayce Anderson • Peter & Margie Ankeny • Holly Annala • Anonymous (2) • Blanton & Betty Belk • Peter Bigot • Hermann Bleibtreu & Kathy Wreden 
• Bill Broyles • Alan & Mary Brutger • Stuart Leidner & Nina Chambers • James Chapman • Stephen Cleveland • John Sharawara & Carolyn Cooper • Stephen 
& Brigitte Cornelius • Catherine Costakis • George & Marjorie Cunningham • Sven Coomer & Mary Dominick • Richard & Mary Rose Duffield • James Hansen 
& Janet Ellis • Michael Gilpin • Richard & Susan Goldsmith • Tom Gougeon • Kristen Green • John Hall • Kiku & Johnnie Hanes • Michael & Kathy Hard • 
Holly Heinzmann • Francis & Sarah Horiel • Charles & Sally Howe • Margaret Howe • H. Thomas Jarrett • Marvin Glotefelty & Marie Jones • Richard & Mary 
Kelly • Charles Ketterman & Ruth Kopec • Scott & Deborah Livingston • Mayo & Susan Lykes • Kent Madin & Linda Svendsen • David Schubert & Pamela 
Maher • Doug & Susan Mavor • Warren & Felicia May • Michael & Linda McNulty • Lee Nellis • Roy O’Connor • Chuck Ogilby • Donald Weinstein & Beverly 
Parker • Duncan & Eva Patten • Patricia Pfister • Ken & Judy Riskind • Brian Saelens • Michael & Barbara Sample • Bob & Vivian Schaap • Jeffrey & Keri 
Silvyn • Worth & Liz Smith • Alice Stowell • Douglas Straub • Earl Sutherland • Christopher Thomas & Karen Peters • Margaret Thomas • Craig Weaver • 
Burton Williams • Richard & Jean Wilson 

UP TO $99
William Adler • Steven & Jodi Allison Bunnell • Pam Anning • Anonymous (4) • Paul Antonucci & Mary Fahr • Charles Backus • Jo Baily Brown • Frank S. 
& Pamela Bangs • Jim & Anne Banks • Harvey & Sheila Bjornlie • Lois Bonamassa & Lois Day • Conrad & Margaret Bradshaw • Peggy Brooker • Cynthia 
Buettgen • Lorene Calder • Jane Campbell • Robert Clements • Stephen Cornell & Maura Grogan • Laura Cotts • Judy Crawford • Scott & Jacqueline 
Dehlendorf • Tom Deveny • Linda Drew • Norman & Jeanne Eggert • John & Juanita Enkoji • Ron & Nancy Erickson • Gerald & Judith Farrington • Dorothea 
Farris • J. Fisher • Diane Fordney • Gene & Mary Foushee • Rob Freistadt & Norane Appling-Freistadt • Harold Fromm • Jan Gabin • Larry & Barbara Gallagher 
• Bruce Granger • Michael Greenwald • Jonathan Haber & Susan Barmeyer • Stephen Halper • R. Stirling & Anne Hamilton • Kent Hanawalt & Kathi Ellison 
• Richard & Jane Hart • Bob & Jane Hawks • Scott & Karen Hedglin • Frank & Barbara Heinrich • Patricia Helvey • Judith Hutchins  • George Johnston • 
Charles & Karen Jonaitis • Jeremy Keene & Heather Harp • William Klenn • Sandra Laursen • Melanie Lawrence • Richard Lund • Jonathan & Cynthia Lunine 
• Theresa Mahr • Tony & Alice Maistrovich • Brian McCarthy & Judith Gray • Clyde & Joan McClelland • Brian Anderson & Amy McCoy • Dwight & Susan 
Merriam • Karly Mitchell • Ken & Sherry Morrison • Michelle Mraz • John & Joan Murphy • Carl & Jean Myers • Betty Neale • Linda Newberry • Adam & 
Sonia Perillo • John Peters • Cele Peterson • Bruce Plenk • David Plotkin • June Rapowitz • Robert Rasmussen • Ben & Jessica Ristow • Robin Rosenstock • 
Deborah Roth • Paul & Jody Sanford • Sherry Sass & Carlton Baker • Paula Schlusberg • Rosann Schott • Jim Schwartz • Florence Shepard • Dick & Sandy 
Shuptrine • Arthur & Betsy Sickler • Diane Sipe • Paul Snyder & Marty Frick • Dee Dee Van Zyl • James Walters • Phil & Jo Ward • Luann Waters • Roger 
Watson • Doris Worthington • Betty Wyatt • Dick & Janet Young

FOUNDATIONS
Anonymous • Arie and Ida Crown Memorial 
• Clarks Fork Foundation • The David and 
Lucile Packard Foundation • Denison Family 
Foundation • Denver Foundation • Environ-
mental Fund for Arizona • Evo-Ora Founda-
tion • Federated Department Stores Founda-
tion • George B. Storer Foundation Inc. • 
High Stakes Foundation • Intuit Foundation • 
Jade Tree Foundation • The James Hunting-
ton Foundation • John D. and Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation • The Kendeda Fund 
• Kenney Brothers Foundation • L. P. Brown 
Foundation • LEK Foundation GLB Share • 
Liz Claiborne & Art Ortenberg Foundation • 
Mattlin Foundation • Nancy-Carroll Draper 
Foundation • New York Times Company  
Foundation • The Norwell Fund • Stanley  
Family Fund • Steven C. Leuthold Family 
Foundation • Western Conservation  
Foundation • Willow Springs Foundation  
• The Wyss Foundation

CORPORATE
Allstate Giving Campaign • Anonymous 
• Arizona Lithographers • Arizona Power 
Service (APS) • Black Diamond Equipment 
Ltd. • Buffalo Exchange • Clarion Associates 
of Colorado • Colorado College • Creative 
Slice • Earthtalk Studios, Inc. • ESRI • Import 
Warehouse • Mercury CSC • New Belgium 
Brewing Company • Partners for Strategic 
Action, Inc. • Resolution Copper Company • 
Sargent Management Company • Temp Con-
nection • The Thread Rolling, Inc. • Western 
Land Group • WGM Group, Inc.

GOVERNMENT AND NON-PROFIT
Anonymous • Citizen Advocates for a Livable 
Missoula • Cottonwood Resource Council • 
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy • Montana 
Association of Conservation Districts • 
Montana Environmental Information Center 
• Montana Human Rights Network • National 
Park Service-CESU • Plan Helena • Santa 
Lucia Conservancy • Six-Agency Committee 
• State Employees Charitable Campaign • 
TisBest Philanthropy • United Way Of Mesa 
• USAID - TIES (through U of A) • Wyoming 
Wilderness Association

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT – January 1 to December 31, 2009
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impact
SONORAN INSTITUTE

2009 Annual Report

This report was manufactured with wind generated electricity  
to conserve resources and emissions and has had this  

impact on the environment:

449 lbs. ghg emissions not generated 
displacing this amount of fossil fuels

3,736 cubic feet of natural gas unused

Sonoran Institute’s contribution to the environment as a result of 
this wind-generated electricity printed catalog is the equivalent to:

Not driving 444 miles or planting 31 trees


